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pick of the week
November 12–March 12, 2017

November 9–November 15, 2016

MATERIAL RESCUE

LAVISH EXHIBIT COLLECTS THE HISTORIC
PARAPHERNALIA OF THE ROLLING STONES

VILLAGE VOICE.com

Yet another Rolling Stones extravaganza is rumbling around the globe, this time a half-century’s
worth of posters, costumes, instruments, and
numerous permutations of that extruded-tongue
logo in the aptly named multimedia showcase
“Exhibitionism.” On view will be high-octane
album and concert packaging — the Stones’ A-list
designers have included Swinging London graphics
virtuoso Robert Brownjohn and pop maestro Andy
Warhol — as well as original works from the likes of
Shepard Fairey, the street artist behind the Obama
Hope poster. It’s unclear whether they’ll include any
of the hastily printed placards from the fatal (for four
audience members) Altamont free concert, that illfated coda to the sensational 1969 tour that earned
them the fairly universal sobriquet “The Greatest
Rock ’n’ Roll Band in the World.” For sure there will
be actual concert-played guitars from Keith “The
Human Riff” Richards, and plenty of Sir Michael
Philip Jagger’s stage toggery, ranging from flouncy
Carnaby Street ensembles to stylish scarlet cloaks
worthy of “a man of wealth and taste.” And of
course, there will be plenty of the music that began
all those years ago across the pond, when a band
of snotty English lads discovered a great American
art form largely forgotten at home — the blues —
and gave it back to us with a vengeance. That’s
more than the Beatles ever did, so go and gaze
upon the zeitgeist caught in a bottle. R.C. BAKER

Courtesy Industria/The Rolling Stones

Industria, 775 Washington Street,
stonesexhibitionism.com, $37+
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ART

CJ Hendry:
‘The Trophy Room’
Through November 20
CJ Hendry is a very fashionable artist. Her hyperrealist, black-and-white
drawings of sunglasses and
handbags and Coke bottles

atop pedestals are slick and
meticulous and perfect tools
for art-world recognition.
(Hendry contributed to
Voice’s September 7, 2016,
fashion issue.) Conceptually,
little separates this Australian artist from Jeff Koons:
They share an exacting attention to formal detail and
a disregard for what
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thoughtful people may say.
But her “lifelong obsession
with luxury,” according to a
press release for this exhibition, does not limit her
moral consciousness; on the
contrary, she sees kitsch as
an engine for social change.
She once took a $10,000
pair of Nike sneakers,
dipped them in paint, and

titled the work
#SneakerDead, a clever play
on “sneakerhead.” “The
Trophy Room,” for which
Hendry plunked objects in
liquid bronze and then drew
them in prominent, trophylike stature, is her first New
York show. PAC POBRIC
79 Greene Street,
cjhendry.live, free

‘Chamberlain/
de Kooning’
Through December 22
Few galleries these days
have a “program”; most
have only an assortment
of artists whose works say
nothing to one another. To
have a program means to
have the luxury of showing
only what you want to
show, and to develop
through that freedom a
narrative. True, the arthistorical story Mnuchin
Gallery tells is largely traditional, but traditions develop because they make
sense, and it makes sense
to present John Chamberlain’s sculptures with Willem de Kooning’s
paintings. Though the artists were of different generations (de Kooning was
23 years older), they
shared a tendency to overcomplicate things; both
were at their best when
they simplified, making
parts subordinate to a
whole, which they both
learned to do consistently
later in their careers. This
show includes seven pictures from de Kooning’s
late period (the Seventies
and Eighties) and twelve
sculptures from Chamberlain’s middle years (beginning in 1958 and spanning

through the Seventies).
PAC POBRIC
Mnuchin Gallery, 45 East
78th Street, 212-861-0020,
mnuchingallery.com, free

‘Mood Ring’
November 11–28
Mental illness has often
been considered a tragic
side effect of creativity,
dooming genius to early ruin
and untimely demise. Artist
and curator Brittany Natale
is pushing back against that
narrative with “Mood Ring,”
the first show in a collection
of exhibits and programs
featuring young artists exploring mental illness and its
effects on their lives. Curating this show is personal for
Natale, who lives with PTSD,
anxiety, and depression.
“When people find out that
these disorders are a part of
my daily life,” she says,
“they usually cannot believe
that I am able to get anything
done — that...you are [not] a
lesser person because of it.”
The show includes an allfemale-identified cast of
creators, including familiar
names like selfie queen
Alexandra Marzella and
period-blood artist Samera
Paz, along with newcomers
such as painter Kitty Nalgas. A percentage of sales
will be donated to the

